Effects of suvorexant on sleep apnea in patients with heart failure: A protocol of crossover pilot trial.
Suvorexant, an orexin receptor antagonist, is known as a safe and effective sleep medication. Many patients with heart failure (HF) have sleep-disordered breathing (SDB) and are short sleepers, and it is unknown whether suvorexant is effective in HF patients and can improve insomnia safely. The aim of this study is to examine the effect of suvorexant on SDB in patients with HF. The Heart Failure with Insomnia and Suvorexant trial of Juntendo University Hospital and Juntendo Shizuoka Hospital (J-FLAVOR trial) is a multicenter trial with a randomized double crossover design. We will enroll a total of 30 HF patients treated in the Juntendo University Hospital and Juntendo Shizuoka Hospital. Eligible patients will undergo portable sleep monitoring twice with or without oral administration of suvorexant in a randomly assigned order. Before the study night, patients in the suvorexant first group will receive suvorexant for 4 consecutive days. There are at least 3 wash-out days between the study nights with and without suvorexant. Primary outcome measures of the non-inferiority trial of suvorexant include the apnea-hypopnea index and the severity of SDB, and the results will be compared between the study nights with and without suvorexant. The present study can determine whether suvorexant can be used in HF patients without affecting their SDB. This is a pilot study to primarily assess whether suvorexant affects the severity of SDB in patients with HF. Therefore, further study is warranted to investigate whether suvorexant alters short- and long-term clinical outcomes by providing longer and better sleep in patients with HF.